
India's largest multinational conglomerate has a long history in effective 
utilization of business aircraft. Shown on the ramp at BOM (Mumbai, India)
with a Falcon 2000 and a Tata Motors Nano are (L-R) Chairman 
Tata Trusts Ratan Tata, Chairman Taj Air Mehernosh Kapadia, 
Taj Air Sr Executive Pilot Capt Kunal Kapoor and Kewal Singh,
doorman at Taj Hotels Resorts & Palaces. 
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E
arly in my career in the late 70s, I
worked for a major simulator
manufacturer. The state-of-the-art

seemed at the time to be cutting-edge
with dual mini-computers, each with
64K of memory (Bill Gate’s famous
“640K” quote was still a few years in
the future), and 2 20MB hard drives,
each the size of a washing machine. 

During a backup, these drives
would dance around like their look-
alike washers with a lopsided load of
clothes. Model board visual systems
were just being replaced with CRTs
with infinity optic displays. 

A model board visual system was,
as the name implies, a physical scale
model of an airport area and a cam-
era on a gantry, controlled by the
sim, that “flew” around and provided
a tv signal to displays on the flight
compartment. 

Obstructions on the model board
were hinged so that, if the pilot hit
one, the camera and gantry system
would not be damaged. Not only
were they hugely expensive to build,
but they were expensive to operate as
the lights on the model board con-
sumed enormous amounts of power. 

Maintenance was a nightmare. It
goes without saying that the visual
scene did not extend beyond the
physical limits of the model board,
which was typically limited to a few
square miles. 

CRT-based sims

The next generation visual system
was based on CRTs and heavy optics
including a large beam-splitter and a
concave mirror (see Figure 1). The
image generation system was largely
hardware-based and could only gen-
erate a finite number of light points
(no surfaces) and some colors. The
color blue to show taxiway lights,
was not possible.

CRT-based visual systems provided
an out-the-window view on a win-
dow-by-window basis for specific
viewing locations. The entry level
visual system configuration was a sin-
gle channel, dual display system. 

Both the pilot and copilot had dis-
plays for their respective forward
windows, but the copilot was pre-
sented with the same image as the
pilot, leading to parallax issues when
close to objects on the ground. This
could be particularly troubling during
both take offs and landing if the right-
seater was flying. 

The next step up was to add 2 more
channels to provide for 2 side win-
dows. Helicopter sims might add a
4th channel and a 5th display to
cover the chin bubble for hovering.
Both cost (acquisition and mainte-
nance) and weight were barriers to
full systems. 

At their peak, these systems could
simulate night, dusk and dark, cloudy
days. The displays could come
nowhere near to the brightness
required to simulate full daylight nor
could the hybrid hardware/software
image generation systems create the
content.

Progression of sim technology by
SimCom, FSI and CAE

Current technology has, as you can
imagine, progressed significantly in
the past 35 years. I spoke with
experts from CAE, FlightSafety and
SimCom to find out what pilots can
expect in the newest flight sims and
related training devices that are being
built now.

SimCom

SimCom CEO Wally David and
Pres Eric Hinson focused on the visu-
al system as the key area where tech-
nology has made the most significant
advance in recent years. As well as
being the main contributor to the
expansion in the utility of sims, the
visual system is the most significant
source of motion cues.

Advances, driven by processor
improvements in general and graph-
ics processor improvements created
for the gaming industry, have greatly
increased the scene complexity that
can be created including complex
polygons to recreate almost any 3
dimensional object. 

Dynamic objects now allow for a
degree of interactivity with the visual
environment that was fantasy just a
few years ago. The newer visual sys-
tems provide a wrap around view that
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PAST & PRESENT SIM TRNG

Advancements in simulator technology
Execs at SimCom, FSI and CAE tell how sims have
grown in realism and ability to aid pilot training.

A G550 simulator showing wrap-around visual system with 
cross-cockpit viewing, full glass cockpit and advanced instructor station.P
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allows full cross-cockpit viewing from
almost anywhere in the cockpit. 

The typical geometry is shown in
Figure 2 featuring a series of image
projectors on top of the flight com-
partment projecting an image onto a
screen that is then reflected in a con-
cave collimating mirror producing an
image for both pilots that is focused
at infinity.

From outside the sim the visual sys-
tem mirror is the most evident fea-
ture.

FlightSafety Intl

According to John Hester, the gener-
al manager of FlightSafety Visuals, this
new display technology eliminates
parallax. For most bizjets, the radius of
the mirror is 9 ft (and 11 ft for most
widebody aircraft) but the effective
distance from the pilots’ eyes to the
screen is 30 ft. As the depth perceived
by human binocular vision only
works for objects within about 17 ft,
the 2 dimensional image can easily
trick the human brain into perceiving
depth. This also eliminates parallax so
the right-seater sees the runway cen-
terline in the correct position.

When wraparound displays first
appeared, the mirror was actually a
strip of silvered Mylar, held against a
fiberglass form by vacuum. While
much better than the CRT infinity
optics systems of the previous gener-
ation, the Mylar proved very difficult
to clean without damaging it and
even when clean the brightness was
less than desired. 

I spoke with Greg McGowan and
John Van Maren, respectively the
senior vp of operations and the vp of
simulation at FlightSafety, and they
described how FlightSafety pio-

neered the use of glass for the con-
cave mirror. Glass provides greater
brightness and is much easier to
clean. Also, as the shape of the glass
mirror is easier to control, there is
less distortion of the image. 

For example, the portion of the
rotor disk visible to a helo pilot now
appears flat rather than the previously
exaggerated cone. If, in a real fixed-
wing aircraft, the pilot can check the
wings for ice, it is also possible to do
so in the sim as it is practical to create
any field of view up to a full 360º by
360º visual system.

The newest image generation sys-
tems provide “physics-based” scene
dynamics. Individual grass blades
can be seen moving in the wind. The
motion of ocean waves, for off-shore
oil rig operations, is based on the
weather conditions and sea state set
by the instructor. The physics of the
interaction between the wind and the
water then governs the motion of the
water. 

NVGs and IR EVS

As a training session progresses, the
sun can be seen to move and shad-
ows react appropriately. The visual
systems can also allow training in the
use of Night Vision Goggles (NVGs)
and infrared Enhanced Vision
Systems (EVS). Dynamic objects,
such as other aircraft, ground vehi-
cles and ramp personnel can be inte-
grated with the scene. The aircraft
traffic is also synchronized with ATC
radio chatter.

CAE 

I spoke with Marc St-Hilaire, the vp
of advanced technology & innova-

tion at CAE, and he told me about
their advanced display systems. CAE
pioneered the use of Liquid Crystal
On Silicon (LCOS) projectors. As
opposed to the previous generations
of projectors, these new projectors
provide a much brighter image with
greater reliability at a fraction of the
weight, power and cost. It is now
cheaper to replace the projector than
it is to repair it, in the unlikely event
of a failure. The weight savings also
improve the dynamic performance of
the motion system. Speaking of the
motion systems, gone are the heavy
and leaky hydraulic systems with
their noisy power packs. 

The new systems are all-electric.
Not only do they consume 75% less
power, they are virtually silent and
have much better dynamic perfor-
mance, so much so that there is a
noticeable difference for the crew in
the flight compartment, particularly
for buffet and vibration. As with the
motion systems, all the control load-
ing systems are now electric with the
same benefits.

Simulating icing weight and drag 

A similar effort has gone into the
software simulation models. Icing is
better simulated, recreating not only
the added weight and drag of the ice,
but the trim changes as well. Landing
gear physics are more completely
simulated, providing a more realistic
response to touchdown and high-
speed taxiing. With better instrumen-
tation, both in the real aircraft when
collecting the simulator data package
and in the sim when testing it, it is
now possible to evaluate motion sys-
tems objectively, rather than the sub-
jective methods of the past that were
unreliable and inconsistent.

Using less than a full sim

As the cost and complexity of full
flight sims has increased, lesser fideli-
ty training devices have been intro-
duced to improve the overall cost of
training. Nowadays, according to
Hinson, about 1/3rd of the training is
done using other devices with the
remaining 2/3rd done in a full sim.
These other devices include desktop
trainers focused on a single task, say
programming the FMS, and may run
on a tablet computer such as an iPad
or a portable PC. 

The next step up is a series of

Figure 1: CRT Visual System with Infinity Optics Display.
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touch screens laid out in an
arrangement that represents the
cockpit, so that the crew can famil-
iarize themselves with the layout
and workflow as they work through
normal, abnormal and emergency
procedures and checklists. These
devices, such as FlightSafety’s
Matrix Graphical Flight Simulator
(GFS) incorporate touch sensitive
flat panel displays laid out in a pat-
tern to represent the aircraft. While
they don’t provide tactile feedback
and don’t have a yoke, they do pro-
vide valuable procedures and CRM
training.

Simulating accidents

Sim manufacturers have done
amazing jobs, introducing new tech-
nology and pushing the realism of the
simulated environment to new
heights. Unfortunately, while this has
helped improve the transfer of train-
ing, the manufacturers are the victims
of their own success. For each
improvement introduced, the regula-
tors have mandated better realism
and new capabilities. This is due, in
part, to tragic accidents and the
desire to add training to avoid a
recurrence but also to increased
expectations. 

For example, 30 yrs ago, the best
simulator visual systems were not
capable of reproducing airport sig-
nage. They can now and the regula-
tors require that, if there is a change
to a sign at the airport, the simulator
database must be updated to match
within 60 days, despite the fact there
has been no increase in the training
credits. Again, the manufacturers
have responded. 

More airport realism and full HD

CAE recently announced that its
newest image generation system, the
Tropos-6000XR, will take advantage
of CAE’s new True Airport, an
Internet-based delivery system for
airport models, allowing faster prop-
agation and better configuration con-
trol of all database updates.

Instructor debrief tools haven’t
been left behind either. In years gone
by, the snapshot and record and
playback capabilities were severely
limited compared to what is avail-
able now. Complex scenarios with
conditional branches can be pro-
grammed to better test the crews on
their management of multiple, relat-
ed malfunctions. Full HD video of
the cockpit environment adds further
depth to the toolkit available.

Legacy sims still work well

What I have described so far are
characteristics of simulators that are
being installed now. But, there are
many fine simulators still in active
service that are 20-something yrs
old. While they may not have the lat-
est computers, full color, daylight
visual systems and high-fidelity, fric-
tion-free electric motion systems,
they can still do an admirable job of
providing an immersive training
environment. 

I recall a Lockeed Hercules C130
simulator being developed for an air-
force in the Mid-East in the late 70s.
A member of the customer accep-
tance crew had previously survived a
fatal accident and his acceptance
crewmates thought it would be fun
to recreate the circumstances leading

up to the crash. The environment
was so realistic that the victim of this
cruel joke fainted. If these older,
comparatively low-tech sims can
create an immersive environment
that provides equal training credits,
why spend all this time and effort to
make it more immersive? 

Complex aircraft require 
complex simulators

The answer is that the newer air-
craft have more complex systems and
more capable (and therefore more
complex) automation. Assuming that
a Falcon 7X, a Gulfstream G650 or a
Global 8000 had been built 20 yrs
ago, it wouldn’t have been possible
to build a useful sim in that era.
Managing these systems and the
automation has become more diffi-
cult, requiring more training. Then
there is the added stress of transition-
ing from automated to manual flight. 

There have been several high pro-
file accidents where this transition
has not been managed properly and
probably been a significant con-
tributing factor if not a direct cause.
Some operators are adding Flight
Data Monitoring (FDM) as part of
their Safety Management System
(SMS). In response, the training orga-
nizations are developing ways of
incorporating the results of FDM
analysis into the training curriculum
for those operators.

Conclusion

There is no doubt that sims will
have to keep pace with new technol-
ogy and capabilities being added to
the aircraft and to respond to
increasing demands of the regula-
tors. One aspect that would help,
according to John Van Maren of FSI,
is to coordinate requirements. ICAO
Standard 9625 is a good start but it
needs to be adopted by the main
regulators around the world.
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Figure 2: Projection Visual System with Infinity Optics Display.
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